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MOBILITY AND ACCESS IN AFRICAN CITIES – A THEMATIC INITIATIVE BY VREF

VREF inspires, initiates and supports research and educational activities promoting sustainable transport for fair access in urban areas. Through the Future Urban Transport Programme, VREF invests in research, education and communication for the purpose of contributing new ideas and solutions for the design of sustainable transportation systems in cities. The challenge is to find urban transport solutions that will provide accessibility for the masses while at the same time radically reducing transportation's negative local and global environmental impacts.

The FUT Program has three thematic profiles:

• Mobility and Access in Cities
• Urban Freight
• Change Processes: Governance, Leadership and Financing

Since 2001 the FUT program has created ten Centres of Excellence (CoE) and a number of projects and events worldwide. The research teams are based at universities and research institutes in Australia, Chile, China, France, India, Kenya, South Africa, South Korea, Sweden, the UK, and the US, with partners in cities around the world.

VREF engages in activities to disseminate research findings and to exchange knowledge, such as meeting places and publications through partnerships with universities, institutes, international organizations, foundations and other non-profit organizations.

www.vref.se

VREF Contact:
secretariat@vref.se

User needs and practices in African cities

Governing mobility

Business models and service options in shared transport

Safety, health and the urban environment

Public transport system design and modal integration
number of digital shared transport platforms
Re-inventing Public Transportation in Egypt

Fixed bus stops, Fixed timings, Fixed prices.

Swvl is the premium alternative to public transportation in Egypt. Through our app, you can book fixed rate affordable rides on our existing routes. We offer affordable, quality, convenient and reliable everyday bus rides.

Download Now

Download on the App Store
GET IT ON Google Play
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Time: Wednesday, 5th July, 2017 | 2-4 pm
Venue: Chiromo Campus (School of Computing and Informatics), University of Nairobi.
Free admission
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Catherine W. Gateri - Kenyatta University: Topic - Infrastructure development and land dynamics in Kenya.
Lucy Wambui - FloNe initiative: Topic: Sexual harassment among women in public transport.
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